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Autonomous Sequence Generation 
MARTIN E. KALISKI* 
Department of Electrical Engineering, .Northeastern University, 
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 
The problem of designing autonomous discrete-time systems to generate 
specified sequences of real numbers is investigated in this paper. Motivated 
by a desire to develop synthesis techniques for a simple, but general, class 
of nonlinear systems, the only constraints placed upon allowable sequence 
generators are physically motivated. These constraints, boundedness and 
Lipschitz behavior, are used to develop (1) necessary and sufficient conditions 
for generability in one dimension, (2) an approach for generability techniques 
in higher dimensions, and (3) certain nonrealizability results. Algorithms 
are introduced for generating, with given Lipschitz constants and bounds, 
certain subclasses ofsequences. Relationships between these physical constraints 
and the required dimensionality of generators are also explored. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to develop an approach to the design of 
sequence generators: autonomous discrete-time systems that generate specified 
sequences of real numbers. This paper may be viewed as a contribution to the 
theory of nonlinear realizations (Isidori, 1973; Brockett and Willsky, 1972) 
and is motivated by a desire to put one of the simplest general synthesis 
questions--the design of autonomous sequence generators--on a firm 
analytical footing. 
The general problem considered is the following: Given a bounded 
infinite sequence of real numbers 
~ rorlr 2 ...~ 
find a natural number n ~ 0, an element x0 e R n, and a function G: R n ---> R n, 
satisfying certain physically motivated constraints (which are formalized 
below), such that, for i ~ 0, l, 2 ..... 
r~ = 7qxi (1) 
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with 
xi+l = G(x,), (2) 
where Ih : R n -+ R is the projection map, (a 1 ,..., a,) ~ a 1 . In other words, 
find n, x0, and G: R" ~ R n such that f can be generated (is generahle) at the 
output of one of the delays of an autonomous discrete-time system of 
dimension , with function bloeh G, and starting state x0 (Fig. 1). I f  possible, 
find the smallest value of n for which ~ can be generated. 
rA= r o r I * . -  =~X 0 7r, Xl Qoo  I u ,,doo, F-- 
n de lays  t 0 ,deo, ; 
• o .  .®o 
1 
FIG. 1. Sequence generation by an n-dimensional autonomous discrete-time 
system. 
This paper develops ome partial answers to this problem. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for one-dimensional generation are derived, and an 
approach for higher-dimensional realizations is explored. The concept of 
sequence augmentation is introduced--the development of desired charac- 
teristics in a scalar sequence through the displacement of its members into 
different regions of n-space. A series of tradeoff theorems i  developed. These 
theorems relate generability in a given dimension, with given function 
constraints, to generability in a different dimension with modified function 
constraints. A constructive procedure for the generation of eventually 
constant sequences is presented, and several nonrealizability results are 
explored. 
It will be seen that the commonality of structure between the systems 
considered here and the sequential machines of automata theory (Kalman, 
Falb, and Arbib, 1969) is reflected in a type of regularity (Hennie, 1968) in 
those sequences that are generable in one dimension. 
This material first appeared in the author's doctoral dissertation (Kaliski, 
1971) in a somewhat different form. 
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2. THE CONSTRAINTS 
The physically motivated constraints which we place upon the allowable 
function blocks of realizations are boundedness and Lipschitz behavior (see 
below). Although we restrict our attention to systems that thus have bounded 
signals, we are well aware of the need ultimately to extend these results to 
encompass important classes of unbounded systems (such as unstable 
linear systems). 
3. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Let R n denote n-dimensional space in the usual topology (Gemignani, 
1967), n /> 1, n E N, and let S 1 , S~ be given subsets of R ~. Let t3: S 2 -+ R n 
be a given function, and let B > 0 be a given real number. 
DEFINITION 1. S 1 is B-bounded (B-bnd) if, for i = 1,..., n, x~ S1, 
[ 7fix i ~< B. G is B-bnd if range (G) is B-bnd, i.e., for all x ~ S 2 , l triG(x)] ~< B, 
i = 1,..., n. 
DEFINITION 2. A sequence f = ror 1 "" of real numbers is B-bounded 
(B-bnd) if l ri ] <~ B for all i />  0. i is B-spread if lubi,j> 0{E r~ - -  r~- ]} = B. 
Note that a B-bnd sequence is at most 2B-spread. 
Let L > 0 be given, along with p /> 1, p e N. 
DEFINITION 3. G: $2--~ R ~ is L-Lipschitz (L-Lip) with respect to the 
p-norm if for all x, y E $2, i • 1,..., n, [ ~r~G(x) - -  7r~G(y)[ ~< L ][ x - -  y [/~. 
If the value of p is understood, we will simply say that G is L-Lip.  Note 
thatlrx]]~---- ]x [  i fx~R.  
4. GENERATION OF SEQUENCES IN ONE DIMENSION BY B-BND FUNCTIONS 
Observing from Eqs. (1) and (2) that, if f = ror 1 "" is generated in one 
dimension with function G: R --+ R, then ri+ 1 = G(ri) for all i ~> 0, we have 
the following. 
THEOREM 1. ~ is generable in one dimension with B-bnd function G: R -~ R 
iff f satisfies property PB, defined as 
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(i) for all i, j >/O, (r i = rj) ~ (ri+ 1 = rj+l) ,
(ii) rF2"" is B-bnd. 
Proof. (=>) As r~+~ = G(r¢) for i > /0 ,  (i) follows from the functionality 
of G. (ii) follows as G is B-bnd.  
(~)  Let  ¢~ = {a ] a = r~, for some i />  0}. Define F:  ¢~ --+ R as follows: 
I fa  = r~, thenF(a)  = rj+~. By ( i ) , F i s  well defined on¢~.  By (ii) it is B -bnd  
on Ct.  Define G to be any B -bnd extension o fF  to all of R. Q.E.D. 
Denote the predicate "~ satisfies property PB" by ~ ~ PB ; s imilarly define 
EXAMPLE 1. (i) ~ = 010 0111 "'" ~ PB for any B > 0, as k violates 
the first condit ion in PB at its first two zeros. 
(ii) ~= 13547547" '~PB for anyB>~7.  
(iii) ~ = 1½}'"1 /2  . . . .  e PB for any B>/} .  Note that the first 
condit ion in PB is trivially satisfied, as all the members  of ~ are distinct. 
THEOREM 2. i E PB iff ~ is of the form ~ = 8(~)*, where (i) 8 is a sequence 
of real numbers which may be finite, infinite, or even null. I f  8 is nonnull then 
all of its members are distinct, and all, except for possibly the first term, are 
bounded in absolute value by B. 
(ii) if 8 is infinite, (~)* is null and i = 8. 
(iii) if g is finite or null then Z is finite; (~)* is denumerably many repetitions 
of ~ and is B-bnd. All  terms of ~ are distinct from one another and distinct from 
those of 8. 
Proof. (=>) I f  r sPB ,  there are two possibil it ies: All terms of ~ are 
distinct, or at least one member  of ~ is repeated. In the former case, taking 
8 = ~, ~ = null completes the proof. In the latter case, let k denote the 
smallest subscript of a term in ? that is repeated; denote th e second occurrence 
of that term, rk ,  by r j ,  j>k .  By (i) in PB it must  be that rk+l = 
r~-+l ,..., rj_ 1 = r2j_k_l, and thus, r j -=  r2j_ e . F rom this point on, then, 
is periodic with period, j - -  k. I f  k = 0, take 8 = null, and i = ror 1 "" rs_l ; 
if k > 0, take ~ = r o "" r~_l,  ~ = r k "-" 6"-1 • 
(~)  Immediate.  Q.E.D.  
For  example, if F = 1 3 5 4 7 5 4 7 "", then ~ = 1 3 and i = 5 4 7, with 
= (1 3)(5 4 7)*. I f  i = 1 ~  1 ..., then 8 = ~ and i = the null sequence, 
w i th~=8(  )* =8.  
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The relationship between this structural form and the regular expressions 
of automata theory (Hennie, 1968) suggests calling property PB regularity 
with bound B. We then have the following. 
COROLLARY. ] is generable in one dimension with a B-bnd function block iff 
is regular with bound B. 
5. ONE-DIMENSIONAL GENERABILITY WITH B-BND,  L -L IP  FUNCTIONS 
THEOREM 3. ¢ = roq "" is generable in one dimension with B-bnd, L-Lip 
function G: R --+ R iff ~ satisfies property MB z, defined as 
(i) for al l i ,  j )O[ r~+ 1-r j+~[  ~L l r~- - r j ] ,  
(ii) rlr ~ "" is B-bnd. 
(Note that in one dimension all p-norms are equivalent and no specific value 
of p need be mentioned.) 
Proof. (~)  Immediate from the definitions. 
( , )  Define ¢~ andF:  ¢~ --+ R as in the proof to Theorem 1. By (i) in MB z, 
F is well defined, and is L-Lip; by (ii) F is B-bnd. There exists an L-Lip, 
B-bnd extension G o fF  to all of R (Kaliski, 1971). Q.E.D. 
Note that ¢ e Ms L ::> ¢ ~ P . ,  as rl = rj ::> I ri+l - -  r~'+l ] ~ L • 0 ::- 
ri+ 1 : r]+ 1 . 
That the converse is not true follows. 
THEOREM 4. The sequence 
1(2 + ~/1)~(2 + ¥1 = . + 
satisfies Pn for any B >/3. It does not saiisfy MB L for any values of B > 0 
and L > O. I I 
Proof. That f e Pa for B /> 3 is clear. Consider, for a given n, m e N, 
n < m, the terms r~ = 1/n and r 3 ~ 1/m in {; note that I r i+ l -  rj+ll --  
I r, --  rj l is equal to (VI -~ -- V1/---m) --  (1/n.-- 1/m). By the mean value 
theorem of calculus this ratio is I/2(q) l/~ for a real number q in the interval 
[1/m, I/n]. Clearly, if ~ e Ms L for some L and B, then L ~ 1/2(q)l/L By 
choosing m and n to be sufficiently large, we can make this ratio arbitrarily 
large. Whence ¢ 6 MB L for any finite value of L. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 2. (i) ~ = 000 "" e MB L for any L, B > 0. 
(ii) f = 1½5""1 /2n ' ' '~MB L for anyL,  B >/½. 
(iii) ~ ~- (13) (547)*~MB L for anyL  >/3,  B >/7 .  
(iv) Let f=( r0r  l ' ' ' rT_ l ) *  , T>/2 .  I f ?EPB,  then f~Mo L for any 
L ~ max { I r i+ l - -  rj+l -~ [r i -  rj[}. i,j~T--1 
(v) If ~ is monotone and if rff2 "" as B-bnd, then ~ a Ms L if for all 
i > O, ]r i+ 1 -  ri] ~L] r  i -  ri_ 1 [. 
6. HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL ANALOGS: SEQUENCE AUGMENTATION 
The following development extends the above ideas to higher dimensions. 
We will fix our attention to a given value of p ~ 1, and to given values of B 
and L ~ 0. 
DEFINITION 4. A vector sequence ~ z x0xl ..., xj E R ~ is generated with 
function block G: R n --+ R ~ if, for i ~ 0, xi+ 1 = G(xi), i.e., the terms of 
obey Eq. (2). 
THEOREM 5. A vector sequence ~ = x0xl "'" can be generated with B-bnd 
function block iff f¢ satisfies property PB, defined as 
(i) for all i, j ~ 0 (xi = xj) :> (xi+l = x~-+l), 
(ii) for k = 1 .... ,n,  
~Xl  zrkx2 "'" is B-bnd. 
can be generated with B-bnd, L-Lip function block iff f~ satisfies property l~I~ L, 
defined as 
(i) for all i, j >~ O, k ~ 1,..., n, 
I "/TkXi+I - -  "/'/'/¢Xj+I [ "~ L I] xi - -  xj I]~, 
(ii) for k = 1,..., n, 
7rkx 1 ~rkx 2 "'" is B-bnd. 
Proof. As in Theorems 1 and 3. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. Let  ~ = rot 1 "" be any sequence of  real numbers for  which 
rlr 2 "" is B-bAd. Then there exists a two-dimensional generation of  ~ with B-bnd 
function block. 
Proof. Consider augmenting to ~ any sequence f for which 
(i) sis2"" is B bnd, 
(ii) r i = ry ~ s t @ sy. 
(One possible choice for ~ is any sequence all of whose terms are distinct from 
one another and which is B-bnd.) The augmented vector sequence r~ = 
(ro , So)(rl , sl) "" satisfies Ps .  Q.E.D. 
The notion of augmentation is very basic to this paper. Figure 2 illustrates 
what augmentation serves to accomplish in two dimensions. Note that the 
augmenting procedure takes offending points r i and r~ (points for which 
r i = rj but ri+ 1 ~ ry+i ) and pulls them apart to different levels in the ~ plane. 
This allows the augmented vector sequence to satisfy- the first criterion of 
property PB. 
-B ri+ I 
r?. (rj+l~Sj' 
~- = r m • 
B " r i ~rj B - 







FIG. 2. An il lustration of augmentat ion i the plane. 
Let f = ror I " ' "  be a given sequence for which rlr 2 "" is B-bnd (if this is 
not the case, then f cannot be generated in any dimension with B-bnd function 
block). Let L > 0 be given and assume that ~ q! MB L. I t  must then be the 
case that there are at least two points, r~ and r 5 , in f for which ] ri+l - -  ry+l t > 
L I r~ - -  ry ]. Intuitively, r i and ry are "close together" and their successors 
are "far apart" (Fig. 3). 
Since the procedure of sequence augmentation serves to pull the members 
of a sequence apart in the plane, it seems plausible that by pulling r~ and ry 
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sufficiently far apart and, at the same time, keeping ri+ 1 and r~.+l relatively 
close together it may be possible to satisfy 1VIB L by augmenting a second 
sequence ~ to ?. 
I 
-B 
(.- >l~g ,~] 
~ I real line 
ri+ 1 r I r j  rj+ 1 B 
" close together " 
with successors far 
apart 
FIG. 3. A sequence ~ 6 MB L, for g iven L and  B. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider f : 0 1 8 9 9 9 "", P 6 M9 L i fL < 7. The offending 
points in f are 0 and 1; they are close together but their successors (1 and 8, 
respectively) are "far apart." Augmenting to ~ the sequence ~ ~ 0 8 9 9 9 "" 
pulls the 0 and 1 in f apart and keeps the 1 and 8 relatively unchanged in 
distance. The augmented vector sequence ~ = (0, 0)(1, 8)(8, 9)(9, 9)(9, 9) "'" 
satisfies M9 L for any L ~> 7/9, in the p : 1 norm. 
It is not true, unfortunately, that any value of L can be achieved for a 
given B via a two-dimensional generation (see Section 9). 
The concept of augmentation is extended to arbitrary dimension n >/2  
as follows. 
DEFINITION 5. The sequences 
41 = Sl,051,1 "'" $1,J "'" 
"~n--1 = Sn- - l ,oSn- - l ,1  "'" Sn- - l , j  "'" 
(n, L, B) augment ~ = ror 1 "", if the vector sequence 
~gl  "" g . _ ,  = (ro , Sl,o .. . . .  s . -1 .o ) ( r l  , s1,1 ..... s~- la )  "" 
satisfies property MB z. 
We thus have 
THEOREM 6. f can be generated in n dimensions with L-Lip, B-bnd function 
block iff there exist sl,..., s~-i which (n, L, B) augment f. 
THEOREM 7. ~1 ,'", ~-1 (n, L, B) augment ~ iff for all i , j  and for 
k=l , . . . ,n - -1  
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(i) [ r~+ 1 rj+ 1 I ~ ~ L~(1 r i =- rj ]~ n-1 - -  + Z~=~ I s,,.~ - s~.j I% 
I sk.~+l - -  s~.j+l [~ ~< L~(I r i  - -  r j  [~ + ~. ,=1 [ s..,~ - -  sm.j I~), 
(ii) r l r  2 "" and  sk.lsT, 2 " "  are B -bnd .  
P roo f .  This is simply a restatement of property MB L, introducing the 
definition of the p-norm and then raising both sides of the inequalities to 
the pth power. Q.E.D. 
We will refer to the above set of relations, (i), as the augmentat ion  re lat ions.  
7. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS: RESTRICTIONS ON THE 
CLASS OF ALLOWABLE SEQUENCES 
The general problem of determining, for a given ~, n, L ,  and B,  n - -  1 
sequences ~1 '..., ~n-1 which satisfy the augmentation relations remains open 
at this time. So are related problems, such as the following: 
(i) Given ~ and n, find the minimal values for L and B such that 
there exist sl .... , sn-1 which (n, L, B) augment ~. 
(ii) Does there exist a nonaugmentable s quence ~ ? That is, does there 
exist a sequence ? that cannot be generated in any dimension, for anyL and B ? 
Because of this lack of a theory of the general problem of augmentation, 
we must restrict our attention to a class of sequences for which a theory 
can be found. This class is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 6. The class of eventua l ly  generab le  s quences consists of 
those sequences ~ = ror 1 "" rMrM+ 1 for which rMrM+ 1 "" is generable in 
some dimension , with some bound B, and with some Lipschitz constant L 
(M >~ 0). 
DEFINITION 7. fi = ror 1 "" rMrM+ 1 "'" is eventua l ly  (n,L, B)generab le  if 
ru rM+ 1 "'" is (n ,L ,  B )  generab le ,  i.e., if ru rm+ 1 "" can be generated in n 
dimensions with L-Lip, B-bnd function block. 
EXAMPLE 4. The following classes of sequences are all eventually 
generable: 
(i) any eventua l ly  constant  sequence (i.e., a sequence of the form 
for 1 "" ru rMr  M . . . .  r 0 "" rm_ l ( rM)* ,  for some M ~ 0). 
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(if) any eventually B-bnd, L-Lip sequence (i.e., a sequence ror 1 "" 
rMrM+ 1 "" with rMrM+ 1 "'" e MBL). 
Note that, intuitively, eventually generable s quences are eventually 
"well behaved." 
In the following section we wish to prove the following statement: 
Let ~ = roq ... be a given eventually generable sequence. Let B .  = 
g lb(B] r l r  ~ "" is B-bnd}. Let L > 0, B ~> B .  be arbitrary. Then there 
exists n such that ~ is (n, L, B) generable. 
Certain corollary aspects of this statement will also be developed. Note 
that B .  is the smallest bound one can hope to achieve in any generation of i. 
8. THE PATCHING THEOREM AND THE TRADEOFF THEOREMS 
THEOREM 8. Let Yc -- xlx ~ "" be (n, L, B) generablefor some n > 1, L > O, 
B > O. Let x o e R be arbitrary. Then 
(i) ~' = XoXlX ~ ... is (n,L, B') generable for some B' >/B .  
(if) I f~ l=s l . l s l , z . . .  
$~--1 : Sn - - l , lgn - - l ,2  " ' "  
(n, L, B) augment ~, then there exist real numbers, sl, o ,..., s,_l. o independent 
of x o such that 
S 1 '  : SI,031,1S1, 2 "'" 
S'n--1 = Sn- l ,oSn- l , lSn - - l ,2  " ' "  
(n, L, B') augment ~c'. 
Proof. Define, for k = 1,..., n -  1, 
l 1 ( , )} sk. 0 : lub s~.j (n - -  1)1/" --  xJ+l 1 s~,J+l • j>o +f~ max - Ix1 I, I s~ - I 
Note that sk, 0 does not depend upon x 0 and that it is well defined as the 
expression inside the lub operator is bounded above by 
max(B , ]s~, l l )+max( lX l [+B ]sk , l t+B)  
L ' L " 
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To prove that sl',-.., Y-1 (n, L, B') augment ~', for some B' >/B,  first we 
refer to the augmentation relations (i) of Theorem 7 and show that they hold 
for Sx',..., s~,-1 and ~'. We will then choose B' so that (ii) of Theorem 7 is 
satisfied. 
Clearly, they hold for i, j > 0 and they hold for i = 0, j > 0 by virtue 
of the selection of sk,0, for all k. 
(i) For all k, 
L~ ]sk, o --  s~,~-[~ ----LP(sk.o -- sk,j)~ >/ (n -- 1)-1 [ xl - -  x~-+l I v. 
Hence it follows that L ~ n-1 l ~ ~ Ix I [~, from which ~=1 [ S~,o - -  s~, j  - -  xj+ 1 
n--1 
m=J_ 
(ii) For all k, L v i S~,o - -  sk.~ [~ >/ [s~,l - -  s~.j+l f ;  hence 
n--1 
*r*=l 
The sequences XlX 2 "", Sl,lSl, 2 "" ,  Scz_ l , lSn_ l ,  2 " '"  are B' -bnd for 
B' ~ max(I x 1 [, ] Sl. t 1,..., ] sn_l, 1 [, B). 
Thus, by Theorem 7, gl',..., s~'-x (n, L, B') augment ~'. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (the patching theorem). Let ~ = ror 1 "" be a given eventually 
generable sequence with rMrM+ 1 "" (n, L, B) generable, for some n > 1, L ~ O, 
B ~ O. Then ~ is (n, L, B') generable, for some B' >/B. 
Proof. Recursively apply Theorem 8 to add the terms rM_l, rM_ 2 ,..., 
r 1 , r 0 onto the beginning of rurM+ 1 "". Q.E.D. 
This corollary in effect says that, if a sequence is generable in two or more 
dimensions and if finitely many terms are placed onto the beginning of it, 
it is still generable. Any "damage" done can be "patched" up by a sufficient 
increase in the bound of the realization. 
COROLLARY. Let ~ = ror I "" be a given eventually generable sequence 
with rMrM+ 1 "'" (1, L, B) generable for some L, B ~ O, (i.e., ~ is eventually 
B-bnd, L-Lip). Then ~ is (2, L, B') generable for some B' >/B, but it not 
necessarily (1, L, B') generable for any value of B' ~ B. 
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Proof. Certainly ~ is eventually (2,L, B) generable with g = 0 0 0 - ' -  
(2,L, B) augmenting rMrM+ 1 "". Applying the preceding corollary shows 
that ¢ is (2, L, B) generable for some B' >~ B. As for the second part of the 
above statement, consider ~ = 0 1 0 0 0 0 "". Clearly, ¢ is eventually (1, L, B) 
generable for anyL, B > 0, as 0 0 0 "- is (1,L, B) generable for anyL and B. 
But, ¢ is not (1, L, B') generable for any value of B', as ¢ q~ P~, for any value 
of B'. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence of the above two corollaries to Theorem 8, we may 
assume that any eventually generable sequence is, in fact, generable. Although 
the generation that we have derived involves a possible increase in both 
bound and dimension, we have the following. 
THEOREM 9. Any eventually generable sequence is generable. 
In the case that ~ is an eventually constant sequence we can make an even 
stronger claim. 
THEOREM 10. Let ~ -~ ror 1 "" rMrM "'" rM , M >/O, be eventually constant. 
Let L > 0 be arbitrary. Then ~ is (2, L, B) generable for some B > O. There 
is a constructive procedure for finding a sequence ~ that (2, L, B) augments ~. 
Proof. By the second corollary to Theorem 8, ¢ is (2, L, B) generable for 
any L > 0, for some B > 0, as rMrM "'" is (2, L, [ rM l) generable for any 
L > 0, via augmenting sequence f = 0 0 0 "". In applying the patching 
theorem so to generate ~, we observe that the lub in Theorem 8 need be 
taken only over finitely many distinct values, as the sequences rMr M "", 
rM_ l rMr  M .. ,, r l rg  . . .  rM_ IFMrM "'', and ~ = rot 1 . ' .  rM_ l rMrM " ' "  are all even- 
tually constant. Thus the application of the patching theorem can be con- 
sidered constructive as only a finite number of calculations need be made. 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5. We illustrate the above ideas in (2,L, B) augmenting 
= 2101222 -'- with L ~ 1. In applications of Theorem 8 for which 
n = 2, the particular p-norm involved is irrelevant, since the expression 
inside the lub operator becomes independent of p. 
Starting with the fact that 000  "-" (2, l, 2) augments 222  "", we may 
apply Theorem 8 to conclude that 0000 "'" (2, 1, 2) augments 1222 "", 
that 10000 "" (2, I, 2) augments 01222 "-, that 210000 -" (2, 1, 2) 
augments 101222. . . ,  and finally that ~ = 3210000 "" (2, 1, 2) 
augments ? = 2101222 --'. In this example the bound was not increased 
by the augmenting procedure. 
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Let us now assume that we are given a sequence ~= ror ~ "" that is (n, L, B) 
generable for some n > 1, B > 0, L > 0. We wish to prove a series of 
tradeoff theorems, relating tradeoffs among dimension, Lipschitz constants, 
and bounds. 
THEOREM 11. I f  ~ is (n, L, B) generable and L' > 0 is arbitrary, then 
there exists n' such that ~ is (n', L', B) generable. 
Proof. If L' >/L,  there is clearly nothing to prove. Assume then that 
L' < L and let m 1 be any integer ~(L/L') ~. We claim the following. 
(i) ~ is (m~n, L/(ml) 1/~, B) generable. 
(ii) If sl ,.-., s~-I (n, L, B) augment ~, then ~,..., ¢(m 1 -- 1 copies), 
~1 ,..., gl(ml copies),..., ~-1 .... , ~_1(ml copies) (mln, L/(m~)~/~, B) augment ¢. 
Consider Theorem 7. Condition (ii) still is satisfied, as no new augmenting 
sequences other than ¢ have been introduced. As for the augmentation 
relations, (i) of Theorem 7, observe that the right-hand side of these 
inequalities may be written as 
r~--J_ 
(L/(m,)X/~)'(]rl--r j l" +(m~--  1) [ r , - -  r j ["  + 2 maism,'--sm,~]')" 
m=l  
Our claim immediately follows from the assumption that ~1 ,..., ~,-1 (n, L, B) 
augment ¢. The proof of Theorem 1l is completed by noting that 
L' >/L/(ml)l/~ and thus, taking n' = m~n, we are done. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 12. I f  ~ is (n,L, B) generable and B' >/B .  is arbitrary, then 
there exists n' such that ~ is (n', L, B') generable. 
Proof. If B' ~ B, there is nothing to prove. Assume, then, that B .  
B' < B and let m2 be any integer ~(B/B') ~. We claim that 
(i) i is ((n -- 1) m 2 + 1,L, B/(m2) 1/~) generable 
(ii) If ~l ,..., s~-i (n, L, B) augment ~, then sl',..., sl'(m2 copies), 
~z',..., ~2'(m2 copies),..., ~n'-i .... , ~ ' l (m 2 copies) ((n -- 1) m 2 + 1, L, a/(m2)l/~) 
augment g, where, if ~i = S~,oSia .", then 
, S i .o  S i ,1  . . .  
st = (m2)11 ~ (mz)l/~ 
We omit the proof of this claim, noting that one need only check the aug- 
mentation relations of Theorem 7, using the fact that ~1 ,..., ~-1 (n, L, B) 
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augment ~. The proof of Theorem 12 is completed by noting that B/(m2)l/~ <~ 
B', and, taking n' = (n ~ 1) m 2 + 1, we have that ~ is (n', L, B') generable. 
Q.E.D. 
We may combine the above two strategies to arrive at a general tradeoff 
theorem. 
THEOREM 13 (the general tradeoff theorem). I f  ~ is (n, L, B) generable, 
and L' > 0; B' >/B .  arbitrary, then there exists n' such that ~ is (n', L', B') 
generable. 
Proof. Find n 1 such that f is (nl, L', B) generable by using Theorem 11; 
then find n' such that ~ is (n', L', B') generable by using Theorem 12, with 
n = n 1 . Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 6. f = 1 --1 1 1 1 "'" is (2, 1, 3) generable with f = 4 3 0 0 0 "'" 
as the augmenting sequence in the p = 1 norm. Let L'  = ~, B' = a. Note 
that B' >~ B .  = 1. To (n, ~, ~-) augment f by the above approach, we take 
m 1 = 8, m 2 = 2 to conclude that d is ((m 1 - 2 --  1) m~ q- 1, ~, ~-) = (31, }, ~) 
generable using as augmenting sequences 
14 copies o f f '  =½- -½1 1 1 1...  
16 copies of 8' = 2 ~ 0 0 0 "-. 
The resulting dimension of the augmentation may seem quite high. It can 
be shown, however, that there exists a large class of sequences for which 
the increase in dimensionality implied by the general tradeoff theorem is 
necessary (Kaliski, 1971). 
Theorem 13 has two very important corollaries. The first may be viewed 
as the fundamental result of this section. 
COROLLARY (the fundamental generability theorem). Let ~ be a given 
eventually generable sequence. Let L ~ O, B ~ B ,  be arbitrary. Then there 
exists n such that f is (n, L, B) generable. Furthermore, there exists a method 
for (n, L, B) augmenting ~, given the sequences that augment he generabIe 
"tail portion" of ~. 
Proof. By Theorem 9, ~ is generable. The two corollaries to Theorem 8 
allow the construction of sequences augmenting f. By Theorem 13, the 
desired values of L and B can be achieved through tradeoffs in dimension. 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. Let ~ be (n,L, B) generable. Let L' < L, B .  <~ B' < B 
be given. Assume that L and B are large integral multiples ofL' and B', respec- 
tively. Then ~ is (n', L', B') generable with n' ~ (L/L') ~ (B/B')~n, from which 
there exists K such that K ~ L'B'(n')!/~ ~ LB(n) 1/~. 
Proof. We let m 1 ~ (L/L')~, m 2 = (B/B')~ in the proof of Theorem 13. 
With m 1 and m2 large, (mln -- 1) mz + 1 ~ mlm2n. The result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
9. THE LOWER BOUND THEOREM: NONGENERABILITY RESULTS 
We have been concentrating on some of the positive aspects of sequence 
generation--on ways of generating sequences with desired Lipschitz constants 
and bounds. In this final section we wish to explore some of the limitations 
involved in generating sequences. 
THEOREM 14 (the lower bound theorem). Let ~ = rorlr 2 "" be a given 
(n, L, B) generable sequence, with n >~ 2. Let A denote the spread of rlr 2 -" 
(Definition 2), and let A'  denote the spread of rzr 3 "'. Then 
L~ ~> (A')" 
A * -t- (n --  1)(2B)f 
Proof. We refer to the first of the augmentation relations (i) in Theorem 7. 
I f  ~1 ,.-., sn-1 (n, L, B) augment ?, then for all i, j />  0 
n--1 
I f i+ l - - r j+ l l  i° ~LI ) ( I r i - - r j  ] 1~ @ ~ tsra,i-- sfa,J I~)) • 
This relation certainly holds for i, j />  1, and with sl ,..., fn-1 being B bnd, 
we may write 
] ri+l - -  r~+a l" ~< L , (A ,  + (n -- 1)(2B) ~) for all 
From the definition of A', it then follows that 
The result follows. 
(A')~ <~ L~(A~ + (n -- 1)(2B)~). 
i , j>~l .  
Q.E.D. 
643/26]3-2 
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EXAMPLE 7. The lower bound theorem may be used to demonstrate 
the nonrealizability of given sequences for certain values of (n, L, B). For 
example, consider i=010011 "". Here, A ~A '  = 1. If  i is to be 
(n ,L ,  1) generable, in the p = I norm, then by the above theorem 
L /> 1/(2n - -  1). In particular, ~ is not (2, ¼, 1) generable. 
Is the inequality in Theorem 14 sufficient for generability, i.e., if ~, n, L, 
and B are such that it holds, is ? (n, L, B) generable ? We may answer this 
in the negative with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 15. Let  ~ ~ - -1 1 - -1 - -1  1 l 1 1"" .  Le t  L = 1, B = 1, 
n ~2,  andp-~ 1. Then 
but 
A' 2 
L >~ - -1  (i) A + (n - -  1)(2B) 2 + 2 2, 
(ii) ~ is not (2, 1, 1) generable in the p = 1 norm. 
Proof. By contradiction. Assume ~ is (2, 1, 1) generable in the p = 1 
norm and that ~ ~-SoS 1 ".. (2, 1, 1) augments ~. From the augmentation 
relations we have, for all i, j >~ 0, 
[ ri+l - -  r~+l [ ~ I ri - -  rj l + [ si - -  st I. 
Taking in the above, i = 0, j = 2, we have [ So --  s~ ] >/2.  Taking, i ~ 2, 
j = 3 yields I s~--  s~l ) 2. With f 1-bnd it must be that [s 0 -  s21 = 2 
and Is2 -- s~] = 2. We can assume without loss of generality that s o ~ 0 
(if not, - -s o --s 1 "" can be used instead in this argument). It follows that 
s0= 1, s 2~- -1 ,s3=1.  
Tak ing i= 1, j=4 ,  yields }s 1 -s  a[ ~>2, from which [s t - s  41 -~2. 
Thus either s 1 = 1, s 4 = --1, or s 1 = --1, s 4 ---- 1. In either case (r o, so) 
(r 1 , sl) "" fails to obey property P l ,  in which case it certainly does not obey 
property M11. This is a contradiction, since the choice of ~ was arbitrary. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us consider, in concluding this section, a class of nonrealizability 
results that relate to the intrinsic limitations imposed by the Lipschitz 
condition constraints. 
DEFINITION 8. ¢ is (n,L) generable, for some n >/ 1, L > 0 in the 
p-norm, if there exists some B > 0 such that ? is (n, L, B) generable in the 
p-norm. 
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Clearly, the class of (n,L) generable sequences includes the class of 
(n, L, B) generable sequences, and it is appropriate to develop for this class 
of sequences an analog to Theorem 14. We can only do so in a restrictive 
sense. 
THEOREM 16. I f  ¢ is (n, L) generable, and if ¢ is not convergent as a sequence 
of real numbers, then 
z >~ 11(n)11 ~. 
Proof. There exists B > 0 and sequences l ,-.-, ~n-1 which (n,L, B) 
augment f. Thus, by our basic definitions, there exists G: R n ~ R n such 
that, for i ~ O, G(r, , sa. i ,..., s~_~,i) ~ (r~+l , s1,~+1 ,..., sn_ld+l). G isL-Lip;  
hence, for any x, y ~ R% 
(i~n 1 \I/~ 
= 
Thus, if L < 1/(n)l/~, G is a contraction map, and the sequence 
(r0, Sl. o ,..., S,_l,0)(rl, sl, 1 .... , s,_1.1) "" converges. Thus P converges. The 
theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If ~ is a nonconstant periodic sequence, then, if ~ is (n, L) 
generable, L >/ 1/(n)a/~. 
COROLLARY. If f is (n,L) generable with L < 1/(n)l/~, then ~ converges, 
as do all sequences 81 .... , ~-1 that (n, L, B) augment ~, for any B > O. 
lO. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has undoubtedly left many questions concerning sequence 
augmentation open and unresolved. It has, nevertheless, established the 
following basic results: 
(i) necessary and sufficient conditions for one-dimensional generability 
of a given bounded infinite sequence of real numbers (Theorem 3); 
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(ii) the relationships between dimension, Lipschitz constants, and 
bounds in sequence generation, as expressed in the form of a series of 
tradeoff theorems (Theorems 11-13); 
(iii) a methodical approach to the generation of given "eventually 
generable" sequences with any desired Lipschitz constant, and any desired 
feasible bound (the first corollary to Theorem 13). 
(iv) a constructive procedure for the generation of eventually constant 
sequences in two dimensions, with any desired Lipschitz constant (Theorem 
10); and 
(v) several results relating to the nongenerability of sequences with 
given dimension, Lipschitz constant, and bound (Section 9). 
We have established several basic concepts that are relevant in the 
sequence generation problem: sequence regularity (Section 4), sequence 
augmentation (Section 6), and the notions o f  patching and tradeoffs 
(Section 8). The second corollary to Theorem 13 postulates the existence 
of a fundamental constant of tradeoff, K = n l /~LB,  and serves to suggest 
that a more fundamental study of the tradeoff problem is in order. 
Several open questions have been discussed in Section 7, and we can 
simply add to these one other question of significance: How can the theory 
we have developed be used to construct practical sequence generators-- 
generators whose function blocks, in addition to obeying very general 
analytical constraints, obey certain definite structural constraints? In 
particular, the application of this theory to the construction of generators 
whose function blocks are linear on a given portion of their domain deserves 
immediate attention. 
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